Corrigendum: RP11-40C6.2 Inactivates Hippo Signaling by Attenuating YAP1 Ubiquitylation in Hepatitis B Virus-associated Hepatocellular Carcinoma


Errors in Figures
The original version of the article contained errors in figure 3 and figure 5. The details were shown as follows:
In figure 3A, we mistakenly used photos in the same folder (typical optical lens photos of HBx^−HCX^− and HBx^−HBc^+), it should appear as:
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Instead of:
In figure 5G, we made the similar mistake, so we updated a transwell picture of RP11-40C6.2 transfected Hep3B cells, it should appear as:
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Instead of:

The authors apologize for the errors and state that the updates do not change the results and conclusions originally reported.